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Winther produces trikes and bikes and other wheeled toys for “learning by moving”. 
Gonge produces toys and educati onal products that sti mulate play and movement for 
“creati ve learning”. These two philosophies match so well that merging the companies

was a natural development. 

Winther and Gonge both supply kindergartens, schools and other insti tuti ons globally. 
The two companies also supply the retail market. And the range of products of the two brands 

complement one another to off er a wide variety of ways to children playing, moving and learning. 
Gonge was merged with Winther on 1 July 2010.

Ask for Gonge’s catalogue at win@a-winther.com 
and learn more about Gonge’s products at www.gonge.com.

Winther and Gonge - playing together

The Kangaroo family bike for two or four children gives freedom of movement 
for small groups of children – and for insti tuti ons and childminders. Find more 

informati on about this product as well as contact details on this website:
www.wintherbikes.com

Winther Family Bikes

© The right to use photos from this catalogue belongs to A. Winther A/S and can only be used according to agreement.
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We make products that create
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We make products that create
MOMENTOUS LITTLE MOMENTS

Helping children 
learn by having fun
The human brain uses the body to recognize the world around us. 
Using our bodies helps us to understand the laws of nature. So, when 
children play and have fun, it is serious business; they are actually hard 
at work, learning.  

All Winther’s products are designed to make children want to play. 
Our products invite acti vity. They create that magical space where 
youngsters lose themselves in play; involved, happy, and acti ve. In this 
environment, children form healthy habits that will last a lifeti me.
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WINTHER PLUS 
Item No.’s 951.00 and 192.55

STROLLER 
Item No.’s 975.00

TURTLE KIDDY BUS 
Item No.’s 800.51-802.00

ACCESSORIES 
Item No.’s 391.38-391.40

MINI VIKING, blue
For day-care facilities and créches 
Item No.’s 414.14-449.14

MINI VIKING, red
For day-care facilities and créches 
Item No.’s 411.20-449.20

CIRCLELINE
For kindergartens, day-care facilities and playgrounds 
Item No.’s 550.00-573.00

VIKING EXPLORER
Specialized vehicles for after-school clubs and playgrounds 
Item No.’s 451.74-495.98. Item No.’s 480.00-489.00 and 661.00-662.00

CHILDREN’S PERSPECTIVE
The language of movement is global 

INSIGHTS
A professional assessment of how children can 
benefit from a good biking tradition

VIKING CHALLENGE
For kindergartens, schools, and playgrounds 
Item No.’s 620.00-633.00

VIKING
For kindergartens, schools, after-school clubs and playgrounds 
Item No.’s 450.00-479.00 and 490.00-498.00

WINTHER
The History and Learning by Moving philosophy. 
Quality and Sustainability 
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Cool Chopper for the big kids. 
The large front wheel lets children 
work up a good speed.

Novelties 2020

NEW
See page 42

Chopper (489.00) 

4



Funny sofa surfer that challenges the children’s 
ability to coordinate and cooperate, as the 
wheels can take them in any direction.

Improved wheel design for the Viking range of trikes

N
EW

S

Sofa Surfer (633.00)

NEW
See page 28

NEW
See page 

12-23
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From local family business to global 
market leader 
The history of Winther began with a traffic 
accident on a cold winter's day in 1930. It left 
the young Anders Winther unable to continue 
his work as a blacksmith, and he started looking 
around for alternative ways to make a living. 

In 1935, Anders Winther decided to produce 
tricycles, scooters and other kinds of wheeled 
toys - inspired by the play and movement of 
children around him.

Going international
Around 1955 Winther began exporting, starting 
with Örninn in Iceland, who continue to be a 
client of Winther today. The tricycles became 
an international success and, in 1959, Frede 
Winther designed a tricycle with a fixed steel 
tray that became a classic, produced for 
several decades. A modernised version is still in 
production today.

Anders Winther, grandson of the founder of the 
company, took over as Managing Director in 
1976. At that time, bicycles for school children 

had become an important product for Winther. 
Anders Winther shared his grandfather’s interest 
in developing trikes and bikes for small children, 
and in the 1980s, he started producing tricycles 
for the educational market.

Learning by Moving
With more women working away from home in 
the 1970s and 1980s, the play and well-being 
of children in day-care facilities had become 
an important issue in society. Collaborating 
with designers and experts, new inputs and 
considerations became part of the product 
philosophy; Play and movement not only makes 
for happier children - it also stimulates their 
ability to learn. The Learning by Moving concept 
had come to life.

A global market leader
Today, Winther is a global market leader,  
setting international standards within the 
educational market. The company exports to 
more than 50 countries, and - as its founder - 
continues to focus on the development of high 
quality wheeled toys that stimulate children  
to play, move and learn.

Winther is a Danish family business in its third generation.  
Since 1932, Winther has produced high-quality products with a  

craftsman’s pride, focusing on the play and movement of children. 

Our history

6
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Learning by Moving®

Children learn by moving and all Winthers products 
are designed to make children want to play.

Children develop their knowledge and skills by 
stimulating the brain. Their physical activity 
creates stronger links between the right and left 
sides of the brain, which is why it is important 
that they crawl, walk, cycle and generally move 
around. Playing allows them to experience the 
world with their own bodies and to understand 
the laws of nature by feeling, exploring, trying 
out things and challenging themselves physically. 

It starts with a trike. It ends up as social 
intelligence 
When children play with their trikes or other 
wheeled toys, this play is their world. The 
trikes can play any part the children like, from 
the youngest child’s observation games to the 
complicated role-playing of older children. 
Under the right conditions, children can 
rapidly turn their experiences into general 
understanding and awareness at a speed, and 
with a clear perception, that researchers find 
difficult to explain. All it takes is for children  
to be allowed to play freely. 

Learning to know what is important 
Children learn what is important as a reflex when 
cycling. When they are on a bike, they simply 
cannot look at everything. They have to stay 
focused, and they learn the difference between 
what is important and what is not.

Motor skills define the ability to move and to use the body, legs and hands productively in coordination  

with the senses. Good motor skills involve five different elements; strength, balance, coordination, a sense of  

three-dimensional space, and the ability to sense the world around us, which are used to direct how the body moves. 

There is only one way to improve motor skills; practice, practice and more practice.

Motor skills

7



Design
Winther products are carefully thought through and designed 

to create play value for children and stimulate their development.

We define the product before we design it
Designing a Winther product is about much 
more than just making it look good. It is about 
creating a bike or trike that will provide children 
with new ways of moving and learning. We 
begin by defining functions and benefits that 
will give children new and fresh options for play. 
And then we use our design logic to make these 
functions come to life.

We want to encourage children to learn by 
moving and, to do this, we collaborate with 
teachers, childcare facilities, physiotherapists 
and researchers. We add the world famous 
Danish design competency, focusing on 
simplicity, functionality and a proud Danish 
tradition of playing and learning. 

Wheeled toys with play value
To be a proper Winther product, each new  
design must fulfil certain criteria. The toy must  
offer multiple ways of playing, providing great  
play value, and allowing children to play 
together, thus developing their social skills.

At the same time, the product must be durable. 
And of course, each product must be safe and 
ergonomically correct, so that children play and 
develop in a healthy way.

“Winther must lead the way, developing 
bikes and trikes never seen before.”

Lars Mathiesen, Designer

8



Developing and testing
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When we develop and test a new product, 
we take great care at each step.

First of all, sketches of the idea are discussed and 
refined, and then developed into the computer-
designed blueprints that we use to build the first 
prototype. 3D printing can be used to make the 
plastic parts of the prototype.

Then we involve children from the intended age 
group to test the prototype, observing them as 
they play with it. Are the size and proportions 
right? Do the functionalities meet our demands? 
Does the product trigger the imagination of the 
children in the right way?

Based on these findings, we adjust the 
product, building and testing a new prototype 
if necessary. When we are satisfied with the 
design, we test its strength and durability. Only 
when all these steps have been made, we will 
start production of the newly created Winther 
product.

Meeting environmental  
regulations to produce safe toys 

Our manufacturing facilities are fully compliant with  

the stringent environmental regulations in Denmark  

and our products fulfil all current international  

safety standards. 

To ensure the safety and health of children,  

all our products are free from phthalates,  

lead and chromium-6.

 PRODUCED WITHOUT
Phthalates · PVC · lead

Chrome-6
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After sales service

At Winther, we take pride indelivering 

 products that fulfil the needs of those who 

buy them and use them. 

Service and cooperation are essential to us, 

and we are easy to reach with any feedback. 

If any issues arise, we will do our best to  

resolve them quickly.

Winther is Danish design built with care; we care about 
what we do. Play is important, but high standards for 

safety and quality cannot be compromised.

Safety and quality

A Winther product is true Danish quality, involving both new 
technology and old-fashioned craftsmanship.

Modern production technology not only makes our wheeled 
toys affordable, it also ensures that they are robust. 

Welding robots ensure our wheeled toys benefit from 
consistent weld quality and durable frames, and our powder 
coating is extremely strong and rust resistant. 

Experience and skill
Our very experienced, highly skilled craftsmen perfectly 
complement the modern technology, providing the 
attention to detail necessary to maintain production quality. 
We think of even the smallest detail in every product, 
ensuring they are ergonomically correct, with no sharp 
edges. In our opinion, the joy of children’s play should not 
be spoiled by mistakes in design or production.  
 
This ensures that our wheeled toys can withstand hard 
knocks in the playground.
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Safety and quality
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At Winther we care for future generations and 
we deal with resources in a responsible manner. 
Therefore, we use all our efforts to develop products 
with the highest durability and longest life cycle.

In kindergartens and at schools a lot of children 
check in and out each year, but Winther trikes and 
bikes continue to create joy for them year after year.

Sustainability
Nothing beats a good day’s play in company 

with one’s favourite trikes and scooters.

Spare parts
Winther offers a full 
spare part service set 
up. If one of our trikes 
needs a new wheel, 
pedal or handlebar grip, 
we can serve you with 
any spare part.

We use first-class components and proper 
craftsmanship in every joint to ensure that the trikes 
and bikes run smoothly. With one of the strongest 
coatings in the world, our products are capable of 
resisting the toughest challenge; children playing 
every day. Because of this, a Winther product is a 
solid long-term investment, making economic sense 
with time.

11
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VIKING
For kindergartens, schools, after-school clubs  
and  playgrounds. Suitable for ages 2-12

Probably the best in the world

Viking is probably the world’s best range of wheeled toys 
for educational use. The range covers a wide variety and 
covers many possibilities, and the Viking quality is second 
to none. Viking durability cannot be beaten and these 
products give children countless play opportunities. You 
will see our products all over the world, almost always 
in the company of children absorbed in investigating 

themselves and their surroundings. Viking products are 
toys with great play and activity value. Each of the many 
different products is designed for children with different 
levels of motor skills and aimed at helping them in their 
play and development. The Viking range gives children 
the best access to play activities on a scale that suits their 
different builds. 

EN 71 · ASTM F 963 · TÜV SÜD

Weather-resistant 
rubber seat

Solid rubber 
handlebar grips

Harmonious, safe design 
with no sharp edges. 
Strong, oval-shaped tubes 
ensure maximum strength

Coupling to add 
further play value

Spokeless wheels 
with solid rubber 
tyres

Strong, non-slip pedals. 
Solid one-piece steel 
crank

Rubber stops to ensure 
children do not get 
fingers caught

Effective rust  protection 
and  impact-resistant 
 powder coating that will 
last for many years

Front and rear wheels are 
fitted with  long-lasting 
industrial  ball bearings, which 
also makes pedalling  easy

VI
KI

N
G
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Tricycle, Large 
Model 452.00

Tricycle, Small  
Model 450.00
To a child, the small tricycle is 
love at first sight. It helps develop 
children’s motor skills, trains their 
muscles, and develops their sense 
of coordination and space.

This tricycle has a large front wheel, 
which allows slightly older children 
to use their strength. With a trailer, 
it becomes a tractor or Cinderella’s 
pumpkin carriage. 

Tricycle, Medium 
Model 451.00
This tricycle is a Winther classic.  
Millions of children have proved its worth. 
They cannot wait to get started once they 
see it and try it out with a trailer. 

Patent no. ZL201130425225.9

Easy Rider  
Model 479.00
It is red and very cool with a low seat 
and a Harley-type handlebar. The large 
front wheel lets children work up a 
good speed and maintain momentum 
for hours on end.  
Patent no. ZL201130425256.4

Length: 67 cm
Seat height: 28 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 51 cm

0.103 m39.0 kg 42

Length: 80 cm
Seat height: 35 cm

Width: 52 cm
Height: 61 cm

0.151 m311.4 kg 63

Length: 92 cm
Seat height: 43 cm

Width: 57 cm
Height: 70 cm

0.206 m313.0 kg 84

Length: 82 cm
Seat height: 15 cm

Width: 52 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.165 m311.4 kg 74

16
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A foundation for a healthy life of movement

Length: 86 cmWidth: 52 cm
Height: 25 cm

0.136 m311,5 kg

This robust, stable multi-functional 
trailer can be easily attached to all 
tricycles and taxis. Slip-proof bottom. 
Can carry sand, toys or passengers 
up to 75 kg.

Trailer 
Model 476.00 

Biking stimulates the brain widely: Vision, vestibular system (balance), proprioception (joints and muscle),  

Cerebellum and all the other senses. Cerebellum refers to hand/eye and foot/eye coordination,  

which are skills in high demand, when navigating by physical and visual input.

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

Truck 
Model 493.00
This sturdy bike provides children with 
opportunity for social role-play while 
moving sand and playground equipment 
around. Also exercises motor abilities 
and reflexes.  
Patent no. ZL201130424897.8

Length: 103 cm
Seat height: 37 cm

Width: 52 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.190 m316.0 kg 74

17



Ben Hur Tricycle  
Model 465.00
Roman soldiers fighting a mighty battle 
- this tricycle stimulates imagination 
without compromising safety.  
Passengers standing up can hold on  
to the safety bar.  
Patent no. ZL201130404545.6

Ben Hur Trailer  
Model 466.00
Has Ben Hur been to Mars?  
No doubt – in a play universe near 
you. The Viking trailer fits all tricycle 
and taxis with a safety bar and  
slip-proof foot plate. 

Length: 100 cm
Seat height: 38 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.238 m317.2 kg 74

Length: 84 cmWidth: 58 cm
Height: 58 cm

0.168 m310.0 kg 74

TriCart
Model 469.00 
An exciting alternative to the classic 
tricycle. The adjustable seat means 
the TriCart can be used by children of 
many different ages. 

Patent no. ZL201130401690.9

Length: 100 cm
Seat height: 26 cm

Width: 57 cm
Height: 75 cm

0.167 m314.8 kg 125
18
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Taxi  
Model 462.00 
Extremely popular, strong taxi  
that is ideal for use in all kinds of  
role-playing games. A safety bar is 
good for children to hold on to, and 
makes them feel secure. 

Patent no. ZL201130401686.2

Twin Taxi  
Model 468.00
Children use play to imitate adults 
or situations in their day-to-day 
lives. The Twin Taxi stimulates their 
imagination, and has room for 
three children. 

Patent no. ZL201130425575.1

Length: 96 cm
Seat height: 38 cm

Width: 68 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.300 m320.3 kg 7474

Length: 98 cm
Seat height: 38 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.230 m315.4 kg
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Scooter, Maxi  
Model 495.00
A fun and challenging scooter  
aimed at slightly bigger children.  
The wheels of the scooter will never 
stop turning as long as there are 
children on the playground. 

Scooter, Small | Model 460.00 
Scooter, Large | Model 467.00
Mastering a scooter gives children a 
tremendous sense of achievement. 
First it was a tricycle. “But now I have 
grown up.” “I can balance.” It gives 
heaps of confidence.

Safety Roller™  
Model 475.00
Well-suited for children, who need to 
strengthen their balance and motor skills 
and children with reduced capabilities. The 
Safety Roller provides maximum stability.  
Patent no. ZL201130401703.2

Length: 98 cm
Width: 47 cm

Height: 76 cm
Height: 86 cm

0.088 m3

0.088 m3
8.6 kg
9.2 kg

6
10

4
6

Length: 121 cmWidth: 47 cm
Height: 93 cm

0.128 m310.6 kg 128

Length: 87 cmWidth: 50 cm
Height: 76 cm

0.126 m38.6 kg 7420



Kangaroo 
Model 496.00
With this fun trike, the child can 
bring out deliveries – sand or toys 
– to friends at the playground. Load 
capacity 50 kg in the carrier box and 
50 kg on the seat. 

Rickshaw
Model 463.00
Lots of fun for two – one child as 
passenger, the other pulling. Seat 
with back support, a safety bar, and 
a small wheel that ensures that the 
rickshaw does not tip up. 

RowKart™
Model 497.00
This inspection trolley is the star of 
the playground. Children need a good 
sense of rhythm as they pull and push 
the handles for forward motion and 
steer with their feet.  
Patent no. ZL201130401687.7

FunCart™
Model 498.00
Cool driving characteristics making 
it exciting to ride. Steer by using the 
two handle pins making the rear 
wheels move. The child uses the 
entire body when driving.  
Patent no. ZL201130425591.4
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Length: 105 cm
Seat height: 52 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 68.5 cm

0.437 m318.5 kg 74

Length: 130 cmWidth: 55 cm
Height: 54 cm

0.235 m315.1 kg 124

Length: 91 cm
Seat height: 29 cm

Width: 62 cm
Height: 59 cm

0.345 m317.3 kg 84

Length: 67 cm
Seat height: 21 cm

Width: 53 cm
Height: 48 cm

0.196 m311.4 kg 74

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED DELIVERED 

FULLY ASSEMBLED
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DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

The ideal play vehicle for children 
not yet ready for a scooter or bicycle. 
Provides a fun way of developing  
a good sense of balance and 
coordination skills. 

BikeRunner™
Model 490.00
BikeRunner™ Large  
Model 474.10 

Once children master the two-wheeler, 
they have reached another milestone 
in their development. Legs, arms, eyes 
and brain have to work together to 
keep the balance.  
Patent no. ZL201130425593.3

Bicycle | Model 474.00
Bicycle, Large | Model 491.00

Now children’s games become 
even more exciting. In addition to 
coordinating their own movements, 
children also have to coordinate with 
those of their passenger. 

Tandem BikeRunner™ 
Model 473.10 

Penny Farthing, Small 
Model 482.00 
Amusing cycle that is a major  
challenge for balance and coordination 
skills. Solid rear tyre. Long seat that 
makes it fun for children of many ages. 
Front wheels: 16”.

Length: 80 cm
Seat height: 42 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 70 cm

0.063 m3

0.098 m3
7.3 kg
8.8 kg

5
7

3
4

Length: 70 cm
Seat height: 35 cm

Width: 44 cm
Height: 52 cm Length: 106 cm

Seat height: 42 cm
Width: 45 cm
Height: 70 cm

0.134 m310.8 kg 74

Length: 80 cm
Seat height: 42 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 70 cm

0.098 m39.6 kg 74

Length: 91 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

Width: 48 cm
Height: 79 cm

0.112 m38.7 kg 74

Wheelbarrow
Model 477.00 
Just another day at the farm. 
Handling the wheelbarrow trains 
children’s sense of equilibrium. 
Sturdy frame, solid wheel, and with 
legs reinforced to avoid wear.  
Patent no. ZL201130404519.3

Length: 82 cm
Height: 44 cm

Width: 39 cm
Height: 44 cm

0.165 m37.8 kg 73

Length: 97 cm
Seat height: 48 cm

Width: 47 cm
Height: 80 cm

0.142 m311.0 kg 106
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DELIVERED FULLY 
ASSEMBLED

LARGE SWIVEL
WHEEL FOR BETTER

DRIVING PERFORMANCE
DELIVERED 

FULLY ASSEMBLED

Swingcart™ Large 
Model 470.00 
Children with different motor skills 
challenges require special attention. 
The Swingcart is fun for everyone. 
Children turn the pedals using their 
arms. Patent no. ZL201130424984.3

Swingcart™ Small 
Model 464.00 
An unconventional way to develop 
children’s coordination skills. Children 
can turn the pedals using their arms. 
The Swingcart strengthens arms 
and chest. 
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Length: 93 cm
Seat height: 13 cm

Width: 74 cm
Height: 29 cm

0.183 m312.5 kg 83

Length: 112 cm
Seat height: 13 cm

Width: 74 cm
Height: 29 cm

0.202 m312.8 kg 126
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VIKING CHALLENGE
For kindergartens, schools and  playgrounds 
Suitable for ages 2 and up

Innovation and durability combined
Viking Challenge is Winther’s new range of special toys 
for kindergartens, schools and playgrounds. These toys 
combine second to none safety and durability with great 

play value. To avoid long queues of excited children  
waiting their turn, we recommend that you buy more 
than one.

Anatomically 
correct seat

Strong powder coated 
steel tubes

Strong ball 
bearing

Reinforced front 
tube to avoid wear

Double front wheels 
– long-term durability

For the best ride possible 
use only on hard surfaces. 
Avoid grass or gravel

EN 71
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Walkabout Duo  
Model 632.00
A brilliant walking/push trike for 
 toddlers, who haven’t been on a bike 
before. Ideal for the transition phase 
between walking and pedaling. The Duo 
model encourages social inter action 
between the passenger and the driver.

Walkabout  
Model 631.00
A brilliant walking/push trike for 
toddlers, who haven’t been on a bike 
before. Ideal for the transition phase 
between walking and pedaling. The 
perfect way to gain balancing ability 
and confidence at the same time.

Length: 77 cm
Seat height: 26 cm

Length: 57 cm
Seat height: 26 cm

Width: 47 cm
Height: 43 cm

Width: 47 cm
Height: 43 cm

0,176 m30,125 m3 5.7 kg4.4 kg 44 22

 I’M 
NEW!

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

Sofa Surfer
Model 633.00
Funny sofa surfer that challenges the 
children’s ability to coordinate and 
cooperate, as the wheels can take them 
in any direction. The vehicle provides 
numerous plays of social character, 
 enabling children to chat and interact.

Length: 65 cm
Seat height: 14 cm

Width: 55 cm
Height: 42 cm

0.20 m37.6 kg 4228



Petrol Station 
Model 630.00
Anyone in need of petrol, water or oil? 
The petrol station invites the kids to 
use their imagination, helps them role 
play and lets everyone feel part of a 
community. 

Length: 50 cmWidth: 32 cm
Height: 71 cm

0.130 m320.00 kg 3+
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WheelyRider 
Model 629.00
An unconventional new vehicle that 
can rotate and move back and forth. 
Develops children's coordination skills 
and broadens their under standing for 
others with disabilities.

Length: 89 cm
Seat height: 40 cm

Width: 89 cm
Height: 63.5 cm

0.51 m319.91 kg 104
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CircleBike
Model 626.00
Funny carousel that challenges the 
children’s ability to coordinate, as the 
wheels can take them in any direction. 
Provides for numerous plays of social 
character.  
Patent no. 201530038363.X

CircleBike
Model 626.51
Funny carousel that challenges the 
children’s ability to coordinate, as the 
wheels can take them in any direction. 
Provides for numerous plays of social 
character. Unassembled version. 
Patent no. 201530038363.X

Ø: 100 cm
Seat height: 31 cm

Ø: 100 cm
Seat height: 31 cm

Height: 52 cm

Height: 52 cm

0.413 m3

0.048 m3

9.3 kg

7.5 kg

5

5

2

2

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

Tub
Model 391.42
The children can leave their favourite 
toys in the tub, while they move round 
with the CircleBike. They can even fill it 
with water like a paddling pool or use it 
for transport of sand on the playground.

Fits CircleBikes sold after 
June 2019.

Ø: 39,5 cm
Height: 7 cm 0,011 m31.0 kg

30



DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

Hand Twister™  
Model 622.00
Much like the Foot Twister, but with 
the Hand Twister, children use their 
hands not their legs for forward  
motion. It is a challenge, but most  
of all, it is great fun.  
Patent no. ZL201130404561.5

Length: 72 cm
Seat height: 33 cm

Length: 89 cm
Seat height: 32 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 33 cm
 Width: 46 cm
Height: 32 cm

0.109 m3

0.145 m3
6.5 kg
7.0 kg

6
10

4
6

Length: 72 cm
Seat height: 15 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 44 cm

0.148 m37.0 kg 64

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED
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A fun, challenging, and innovative 
vehicle that is propelled forward by 
the zigzag motion of eager children’s 
feet. Takes rhythm, technique and 
upper-body coordination.  
Patent no. ZL201130401702.8

Foot Twister™ | Model 620.00
Foot Twister™ Large | Model 621.00

Digger 
Model 625.00
This fun digger is a true classic.  
It moves bucket loads of sand 
and turns every sandbox into a 
construction site. Encourages 
role-play and stimulates the  
imagination. 

Length: 145 cm
Seat height: 38 cm

Width: 56 cm
Height: 74 cm

0.165 m310.6 kg 104
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Children’s perspective

Children growing, learning and simply having fun on our trikes and bikes are what make 
all our hard work worthwhile. That is why feedback from users is so important to us.

The kids are our best ambassador, 
therefore we were even more 
pleased to receive this letter from 
a German school, giving their 
view on Winther’s Penny Farthing, 
expressed in slogans and colourful 
drawings.

The language of movement is global

Who knows our products 
better than our users?
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Insights
Children learn by moving. To support and encourage children 

in their play activities, it is important that we give them access to 
a wide range of toys that inspire many different types of play.

The Physiotherapist has 
the floor and gives her 
professional assessment of 
how children can benefit 
from a good biking tradition.

By physiotherapist, Sigrid Mitchell

Biking is a part of life in many cultures and 
becoming more in others. It is a skill that 
gives you lifelong opportunities and builds a 
foundation for a healthy life of movement.

Biking stimulates the brain widely: Vision, 
vestibular system (balance), proprioception 
(joints and muscle), Cerebellum and all the 
other senses. Cerebellum refers to hand/eye 
and foot/eye coordination, which are skills in 
high demand, when navigating by physical and 
visual input.

Sigrid Mitchell is a qualified 
physio therapist, that has 
worked for many years 
developing motor skills 
in children of all ages at 
Copenhagen International 
School, Herlev District, as 
well as in her own clinic.

She has, the last few 
years, been developing 
her specialism in Brain 
based training, through 
Z Health performance and 
The Franklin method, in 
which she uses applied 
neurology in combination 
with exercises to stimulate 
improved performance.
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How biking affects your Vision
When children are riding a bike, trike or scooter and 
navigating through the surroundings the eyes are 
constantly switching between the following skills:

Gaze stabilization: the ability to stay in focus on 
a target over time in all directions.

Smooth pursuit: the ability to move the eyes in 
all directions to follow an object.

Saccades: the ability to switch between targets 
in all directions while staying in focus. 

Near/far: the ability to switch between con-
verging and diverging while staying in focus.

Peripheral vision: the ability to stay aware of 
the surroundings while having one focus point.

The gaze stabilization when focus is on one target 
to navigate around. Smooth pursuit when following 
a moving target to navigate around. Saccades when 
switching between focus points to keep an eye on 
surroundings and potential obstacles. Near/far when 
switching between objects far, to plan a head the 
route, and near, navigating where you are right now. 
The peripheral vision will constantly be in use and 
adjusting in combination with each of the other four 
skills in order to react quickly to any changes in the 
surroundings.

As these skills are practiced and deepened, the 
ability to switch between skills becomes smoother 
and happens quicker which in turn means the rider 
can move with more coordination and speed, which 
in turn challenges and deepens the practice and 
transitions between the skills. In other words, the 
more you practice the better your vision becomes, 
the better you can cycle.

How biking affects your proprioception 
When sitting on the saddle, or with the feet pressing 
the pedals or the hands holding the handlebar the 
brain recognizes the contact with the bike and acts 
as if it has become an extension of the body.

When cycling you are moving joints in the foot, 
ankle, knee and hip as well as stabilizing the joints 
in the arms and spine, using muscle tension, the 
Baroreceptors register pressure in the hands holding 
and steering the handlebars and the feet pressing on 
the pedals. 

The brain is continuously working to adjust the 
tension and pressure, in response to the signals it 
receives, to make sure the movement fits the task, 
with regards speed and balance.

The Viking Swingcart challenges the proprioception 
by making the upper body the mobile part and the 

lower body the stabilizing part. It demands good 
upper body strength and coordination developing 
your non-dominant side as it is this side that 
determines the strength to be used and therefore 
speed travelled, otherwise you end up going around 
in circles.

The Viking Foot Twister challenges the 
proprioception of the lower body by changing 
the classic pedals to a twister where the pressure 
applied determines the direction and the speed. 

How biking affects your vestibular 
system 
When children are riding on a bike, trike or scooter 
and moving forward and staying up right stimulating 
the Otoliths - mainly the Utricle, but the Saccule will 
be registering when going over bumps.

When you move your head to navigate you stimulate 
all 3 canals, which tells the brain the position of the 
head compared to the horizon, so the brain can 
make sure the body counter adjust, so you do not 
fall.

The different bikes challenge the canals and otoliths 
on different levels. 

The Winther push bikes have a lot of support from 
the seat and the feet has contact to the ground, so 
the challenge of staying up right is small, but the 
moving forward and navigating systems are full on. 

The Winther Tricycles are more stable being 
supported on the ground by the three wheels, but 
now the feet are not on the ground but on the 
pedals, which gives a little more challenge to the 
Utricle and the canals to keep the body up right, 
while they still register the forward movement and 
navigating.

The Winther Bicycles have not got the extra support 
and therefore is the most challenging together with 
other two-wheel models.

The Winther Scooters also challenge the balance, 
instead of sitting you are standing on one leg while 
pushing the scooter with the other leg, in between 
balancing on the two wheels, moving forward and 
navigating.
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Stimulating advanced motor skills
This range is for the older kindergarten children, as well as 
for schoolchildren, for playgrounds in summer amusement 
parks, and for hotels to offer to guest children and for use 
at campsites. 

These products are specially developed to stimulate the 
motor skills and the interests of slightly older children.

VIKING EXPLORER
Specialized wheeled toys for after-school clubs  
and playground. Suitable for ages 3-12

EN71 · TÜV SÜDTUKAN
design

Anatomically 
shaped seat

Solid rubber 
handlebar grips

Effective rust protection 
and impact-resistant 
powder coating, that 
will last for many years

Strong front wheel 
fitted with long-lasting 
industrial ball bearings 
and rubber tyre

Strong non-slip pedal

Steering rod between 
front fork and rear axle 
gives exellent driving 
characteristics. Small 
turning radius
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This large trike may inspire older 
children to play a little longer. There 
is no end to where they can go with 
the broad and rough tyres, ideal for 
uneven surfaces. 

Tricycle, Large 
Model 452.74

An exciting alternative to the classic 
tricycle. Built for off-road adventures 
and uneven surfaces. The adjustable 
seat makes it suitable for children of 
many different ages.

TriCart 
Model 469.74 

Cool looking tricycle with broad and 
rough tyres that are ideal for uneven 
surfaces. This trike appeals to chil-
dren who want to play and set their  
imagination free. 

Tricycle, Medium 
Model 451.74

Scooter, Maxi 
Model 495.98 

A classic on the playground now 
appearing in a new design. A fun 
scooter which is loved by all children. 
Challenges every child’s sense of 
coordination and balance. 

Easy Rider  
Model 479.74 
This trike has a special appeal to 
children who like challenges, e.g.  
by playing they are in a rally or race.  
The broad and rough tyres are ideal 
for uneven surfaces. 

Length: 80 cm 
Seat height: 35 cm

Width: 55 cm
Height: 61 cm

0.16 m313.3 kg 63

Length: 87 cm 
Seat height: 43 cm

Width: 61 cm
Height: 70 cm

0.211 m314.71 kg 84

Length: 80 cm
Seat height: 15 cm

Width: 59 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.185 m312.15 kg 74

Length: 121 cmWidth: 47 cm
Height: 93 cm

0.128 m310.6 kg 128

Length: 103 cm 
Seat height: 31 cm

Width: 61 cm
Height: 74 cm

0.189 m315.09 kg 125

Children grow up too quickly
Childhood is a time of life that is getting shorter and 
shorter in modern society. Playtime should continue. 
It strengthens the ability to stay focused and to learn 

the difference between what is important and  
what is not. This ability is vital to human beings,  

especially in an age when it is easy to get  
distracted by  information coming from  
tablets, computers and mobile phones.  

 
This is why we have developed a special range of  

products that appeals to the imaginations of older 
children, inspiring them to play a little longer.

40
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Amusing cycle that is a major challenge 
for balance and coordination skills. Solid 
rear tyre. Long seat that makes it fun for 
children of many ages. Front wheels: 20”.

Penny Farthing, Small, Model 482.00  
– please see page 22.

Penny Farthing, Large
Model 481.00 

Chopper 
Model 489.00
Cool Chopper for the big kids. The large 
front wheel lets children work up a good 
speed. This makes it ideal for racing, 
now bringing even more fun into the 
game, when challenging other kids on 
the racetrack.

BobKart 
Model 488.00
A true classic on the playground. 
With a function like a soapbox 
car it invites the children to social 
games like a Go-Kart race. Pedals 
are footrest only. 

Length: 101 cm
Seat height: 54 cm

Width: 49 cm
Height: 91 cm

0.149 m310.5 kg 125

Length: 104 cm
Seat height: 41 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 88 cm

0.23 m316.4 kg 125

Length: 103 cm
Seat height: 18 cm

Width: 69 cm
Height: 59 cm

0.444 m320.0 kg 104

Vision
Both the peripheral vision, near/far  

and focal vision are stimulated when  
navigating through the surroundings,  
avoiding obstacles and other bikers  

using saccades, smooth pursuit,  
converging and diverging.

 I’M 
NEW!
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Zlalom Tricycle™ 
Model 661.00
Zlalom Tricycle Large™ 
Model 662.00
Cool slalom driving characteristics 
which makes it exciting to ride. 
Requires little space to make a turn 
and may even be able to make sharp 
curves without tipping over. 

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

FunCart™ Large
Model 487.00
Steering of the FunCart goes very 
smooth by using the two handle pins 
making the rear wheels move. Gives 
lots of fun and improves children’s 
coordination skills.

FunRacer™  
Model 480.50 
Lots of fun for children with speed, 
thrills and stimulation. Helps develop 
both their coordination and their abil-
ity to manoeuvre. Easy to ride  
on uneven surfaces.

U-Rider  
Model 486.00 
A great item for after-school  
facilities. Steering is done by a  
combination of handles and body 
weight. Can go forward and  
backwards. Stimulates brain activity. 

DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

Length: 92 cm
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 62.5 cm

0.316 m3

0.381 m3
16.0 kg
17.8 kg

7
10

4
6

Length: 86 cm
Seat height: 23 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 57 cm Length: 96 cm

Seat height: 32 cm
Width: 66 cm
Height: 65 cm

0.449 m320.6 kg 106

Length: 125 cm
Seat height: 22 cm

Width: 76 cm
Height: 56 cm

0.563 m318.8 kg 106

Length: 99 cm
Seat height: 26 cm

Width: 63 cm
Height: 63 cm

0.254 m320.8 kg 124
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CIRCLELINE
For kindergartens, day-care facilities  
and  playgrounds. Suitable for ages 2-8

EN 71 · ASTM F 963

Circleline is Winther’s newest range of trikes, bikes and 
scooters for the educational market. The line is made in 
an attractive, modern design and strong quality complying 
with all current safety standards on the market. The 
different models provide many opportunities to stimulate 

motor skills, creativity and social skills. When designing 
Circleline, it was important that the products were easy to 
assemble. And they are. Each wheeled toy comes in two 
parts to put together – it is as easy as that.

Attractive, modern design

TUKAN
design

Anatomic seat made 
of weather-resistant 
polyethylene

Solid rubber 
handlebar grips

No pinch point. Built-in 
steering limiter

Frame, front fork and 
handlebar are phosphated 
and equipped with a strong 
powder coating

Attractive design with 
no sharp edges. Strong 
heavy duty tubes ensure 
maximum strength

CI
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Pedals and spokeless wheels 
made of polypropylene with 
solid rubber
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This tricycle is designed with a large 
front wheel enabling children up to 8 
years of age to have fun on the play-
ground. They will love to venture out 
on this trike. 

Tricycle, Large
Model 552.50 

A popular, robust tricycle suitable 
for most children. A must on every 
playground. Stimulates the play of 
children and develops motor skills. 

Patent no. ZL201130424978.8

Tricycle, Medium 
Model 551.50 

The classic tricycle in a brand new 
design. Every child loves the freedom 
to get around on the trike. Easy to 
move forward, trains the muscles 
and develops motor skills. 

Tricycle, Small 
Model 550.50 

PushBike  
Model 560.50 
Two rear wheels and no pedals make 
the pushbike stable and easy for chil-
dren to maintain their balance while 
moving. A good start before driving a 
tri- or bicycle. 

EasyRider 
Model 553.50 
Who will be the first on the play-
ground to capture this great trike? You 
can imagine driving a Harley Davidson 
or a Formula 1 racing car. 

Patent no. ZL201130404528.2 

Length: 67 cm
Seat height: 27 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 53 cm

0.081 m38.0 kg 42

Length: 79 cm
Seat height: 34 cm

Width: 52 cm
Height: 60 cm

0.116 m39.5 kg 63

Length: 81 cm
Seat height: 19 cm

Width: 52 cm
Height: 57 cm

0.161 m311.0 kg 74

Length: 92 cm
Seat height: 41 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 71 cm

0.168 m310.5 kg 84

Length: 66 cm
Seat height: 27 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 53 cm

0.082 m37.5 kg 42

Adjusting the tension
When cycling you are moving joints in the 

foot, ankle, knee and hip as well as stabilizing 
the joints in the arms and spine, using muscle 
tension, the Baroreceptors register pressure in 
the hands holding and steering the handlebars 

and the feet pressing on the pedals. 

The brain is continuously working to adjust the 
tension and pressure, in response to the signals 
it receives, to make sure the movement fits the 

task, with regards speed and balance.
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BikeRunner™ | Model 559.50
BikeRunner™ Large | Model 566.50
The BikeRunner is the perfect choice 
when children are developing their 
sense of balance. The bike is pushed 
forward using the feet. 

Bicycle  
Model 558.50 
When riding this bicycle, the children 
have reached the freedom to explore 
the world. They can easily get around 
and use their motor skills. 

Patent no. ZL201130425243.7

Length: 82 cm
Seat height: 34 cm

Length: 96 cm
Seat height: 42 cm

Width: 46 cm
Height: 62.5 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 72 cm

0.080 m3

0.101 m3
7.0 kg
8.5 kg

5
7

3
4

Length: 80 cm
Seat height: 34 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.091 m37.5 kg 63



Vestibular system
The canals and otoliths of the inner ear are both stimulated,  

when the body is moved forward, backwards or sideways compared to the surroundings,  
and turning the head to observe and navigate.

The scooter challenges the children’s 
sense of coordination and balance. 
After driving on a tricycle, it is a new 
world to scoot around on 2 wheels! 
 
 Patent no. ZL201130424990.9 

Scooter, Small | Model 556.50 
Scooter, Large | Model 573.50 

The Safety Roller provides maximum 
stability for children, who need to 
develop their balance and motor skills 
and children with reduced capabilities. 

Patent no. ZL201130401705.1 

Safety Roller™
Model 557.50

Length: 103 cmWidth: 45 cm
Height: 76 cm
Width: 45 cm
Height: 86 cm

0.089 m3

0.088 m3
8.0 kg

8.23 kg
5

10
3
5

Length: 83 cmWidth: 51 cm
Height: 76 cm

0.123 m38.5 kg 73
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Push Wagon  
Model 571.00 
This wagon with is sturdy box will 
give the children a lot of play value. 
The child may bring out deliveries 
in the form of sand or toys to their 
friends all over the playground. 

Rickshaw
Model 572.50 
New adventures lie ahead. 
A rickshaw provides lots of fun for  
two children – with one child as  
passenger, the other pulling. Seat 
with back support and a safety bar.

Length: 140 cm
Seat height: 22 cm

Width: 58 cm
Height: 59 cm

0.269 m311.7 kg 124

Length: 59 cmWidth: 48.5 cm
Height: 62 cm

0.211 m39.40 kg 63



A taxi is lots of fun and provides many 
great play ideas. Children love the role-
playing games bringing extra features 
into their games with friends. 

Patent no. ZL201130404532.9 

Taxi
Model 554.50 

This cool and stable trailer serves many 
purposes. The children can participate in 
role-playing by transporting sand to the 
construction site or toys from the sandbox.

Trailer
Model 570.00 

A taxi for three children that opens 
up for social games and role-playing 
activities. The child can take his best 
friends for a ride, acting as a driver. 

Patent no. ZL201430513216.9 

Kids Stroller
Model 568.00 
Just the item for the child to take his or 
her best friend for a walk. The child will 
spend long periods of time walking an-
other child or his or her favourite toy. 

Length: 107 cm
Seat height: 35 cm

Width: 63 cm
Height: 61.5 cm

0.258 m313.5 kg 73

Length: 103 cm
Seat height: 35 cm

Width: 71 cm
Height: 63.5 cm

0.447 m319 kg 74

Length: 76 cmWidth: 58 cm
Height: 22 cm

0.116 m39.0 kg

Length: 54 cm
Seat height: 31 cm

Width: 46 cm
Height: 64 cm

0.114 m37.5 kg 63

Twin Taxi
Model 555.50 
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565 with STOP sign
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Fire Truck
Model 563.50 
The sandbox is on fire! But help is 
close by. This fun, red fire trike for 
two is ideally suited for role-playing 
and strengthens the development of 
social skills.

Ambulance
Model 564.50 
Call the ambulance! There is a  
pretend sick little boy at the play-
ground. Luckily, two medics are on 
the scene in no time on this exciting 
ambulance trike. Fast and fun.

School Bus
Model 565.50
It is time for school! The driver will 
pick you up in a minute. This fun 
vehicle is excellent for role-playing 
with the classical scene of a driver 
picking up passengers.

Length: 97 cm
Seat height: 34 cm

Width: 59 cm
Height: 61 cm

0.288 m317 kg 74

Length: 97 cm
Seat height: 34 cm

Width: 59 cm
Height: 61 cm

0.288 m317 kg 74

Length: 97 cm
Seat height: 34 cm

Width: 59 cm
Height: 61 cm

0.288 m317 kg 74

Length: 97 cm
Seat height: 34 cm

Width: 59 cm
Height: 61 cm

0.288 m317 kg 74

Bad guys better watch out. This cool, 
black police trike has room for two  
little officers and is a natural centre 
for social activities on the playground. 

Patent no. ZL201130424931.1

Police
Model 562.50 
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MINI VIKING
For day-care facilities and  crèches
Suitable for ages 1-4

Finding new ways to move
The Mini Viking trikes and bikes represent a wide selec-
tion of products designed for use in day care facilities 
and crèches. They are suited for the kinds of motor skills 
children have at this age, and they are designed to help 
their development. The play value is high, and children 

love the Mini Viking. The many different trike models help 
develop children’s motor skills at an age when they are busy 
experimenting with using their own bodies, and finding new 
ways to move. That is why it is important that the Mini Viking 
series has an especially wide selection.

EN71 · ASTM F963
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Safety handlebar grips

Safe design featuring 
rounded-off shapes 
and no sharp edges

Coupling to add 
further play value

Spokeless wheels 
with wide tyres Strong nylon bearings 

for both front and rear 
wheels

Strong, non-slip pedals. 
Solid one-piece steel crank

Effective rust  protection 
and  impact-resistant 
 powder coating that will 
last for many years

Anatomical seat



The development of children’s motor 
skills is an aim in itself - and it should 
be fun. A good-quality tricycle for 
children as young as 1-year-old.  
 
Patent no. ZL201130425574.0 

Tricycle, Low
Model 414.20 

Trailer
Model 437.20 
It is easy to attach this trailer to
models 414.20 and 442.20. Ideal
for transporting sand, toys, and
other things that children love to
cart around the playground.

Tricycle
Model 442.20
This is the classic children’s tricycle 
with a foot plate and an adjustable 
seat. Many hours of playing await the 
child with this tricycle. 

Patent no. ZL201130404534.8 

Length: 57 cm
Seat height: 31 cm

Width: 44 cm
Height: 55 cm

0.048 m34.89 kg 42

Length: 60 cmWidth: 40 cm
Height: 16 cm

0.049 m33.8 kg

Length: 61.5 cm 
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 43 cm
Height: 54 cm

0.048 m35.3 kg 41

Moving and navigating
The Winther push bikes have a lot of support 

from the seat and the feet has contact to 
the ground, so the challenge of staying up 
right is small, but the moving forward and 

navigating systems are full on.
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Tricycle w/Tray 
Model 447.20 
It is time for the teddy bear to get out 
and see the world. Or the favourite doll 
to explore the Sahara. A popular classic 
with fixed-load platform. 

Patent no. ZL201130404547.5 

Ben Hur
Model 411.20 
Roman soldiers fighting a mighty bat-
tle - this tricycle makes it easy for more 
children to play together. Passengers 
standing up can hold on to the safety bar. 

Patent no. ZL201130404534.8

Easy Rider
Model 409.20
Now even the youngest drivers can 
cruise the playground on their very 
own Harley Davidson. It helps the 
kids role play, gain independence 
and an “I-can-do-it” spirit. 

Length: 68 cm
Seat height: 28 cm

Width: 44 cm
Height: 54 cm

0.076 m36.5 kg 42

Length: 65 cm
Seat height: 13 cm

Width: 45 cm
Height: 43 cm

0.066 m35.5 kg 42

Length: 75 cm
Seat height: 23 cm

Width: 43.5 cm
Height: 54 cm

0.101 m37.56 kg 41



The toddler’s first racer. It is not very 
big, but it is robust and durable. The 
anatomically correct design makes it 
comfortable to ride. 

Patent no. ZL201130401701.3

Racing Scooter™ 
Model 438.20 

The toddler’s first push along scooter. 
The design with 4 wheels makes it 
stable and attractive to ride for the 
smallest kids. Robust and durable. 

Patent no. ZL201130424923.7 

Safety Scooter™ 
Model 430.20 

Length: 55 cm 
Seat height: 22 cm

Width: 36 cm
Height: 33 cm

0.041 m34.8 kg 31

Length: 62 cm 
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 35 cm
Height: 38 cm

0.043 m34.5 kg 31

Taxi
Model 413.20 
A trike for two children, which 
encourages the driver to take his 
best friend for a ride around the 
playground. Hours of fun for both 
of them.

Length: 86 cm
Seat height: 25 cm

Width: 52 cm
Height: 53.5 cm

0.121 m36.38 kg 41
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PushBike for one 
Model 431.20
Suitable for the very young. The double 
front wheels provide extra support 
during the training of balance skills. 
Propelled forward using the feet.  
 
Patent no. ZL201130404549.4 

PushBike for two
Model 432.20
A push bike without pedals and with 
a passenger seat that encourages 
children’s role-playing. The double 
front wheels help maintain balance. 
Passenger holds onto bar.

PushBike for three
Model 439.20
Push bike with double front wheels 
that seat three children. Ideal for 
role-playing. Equipped with a bar  
so the passengers can hold on  
during the ride. 

Wheelbarrow
Model 436.20 
A wheelbarrow with two wheels so 
even small children can balance it. 
Reinforced frame and supporting 
feet for greater durability.

Patent no. ZL201130401689.6 

Length: 61 cm
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 42 cm
Height: 46 cm

0.048 m34.9 kg 31

Length: 100 cm
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 53 cm
Height: 41 cm

0.174 m38.3 kg 31

Length: 81 cm
Height: 30 cmWidth: 38 cm

0.109 m35.16 kg 42

Length: 77 cm
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 53 cm
Height: 41 cm

0.127 m36.5 kg 31

Length: 54 cm
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 43 cm
Height: 41 cm

0.048 m34.89 kg 31

A whole new take on the push car. 
Sports an easy-to-use steering wheel 
providing speed enthusiastic toddlers 
with a day at the races. Supports  
motor and balance skills.

PushCar 
Model 418.20



A robust scooter with three wheels and a 
large foot plate. Offers maximum stability. 
Suitable even for very young children. 
 
Patent no. ZL201130424900.6 

Wide-Base Scooter
Model 449.20 

A great BikeRunner for children who 
have not got the hang of riding a bike 
or a scooter. Its low step-through 
design makes it easy to get on for 
even very small kids. 

BikeRunner 
Model 412.20 

Scooter 
Model 434.20 
A classic scooter that provides a good 
challenge for children’s motor skills 
and sense of balance.  
A world of fun at any playground  
with young children.

Twin-Wheel Scooter
Model 433.20 
A challenging scooter that helps 
develop children’s motor skills and 
sense of balance. The two rear wheels 
provide added stability for beginners.

Patent no. ZL201130425239.0 

Length: 73.5 cm 
Seat height: 31 cm

Width: 41 cm
Height: 43 cm

0.030 m34.5 kg 42

Length: 60 cmWidth: 43 cm
Height: 60 cm

0.048 m35.5 kg 42

42

Length: 84 cmWidth: 43 cm
Height: 72 cm

0.063 m36.3 kg

Length: 96.5 cmWidth: 43 cm
Height: 70 cm

0.046 m36.4 kg 43
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Using pedals
The Winther Tricycles are more stable being supported on the ground by the three wheels,  

but now the feet are not on the ground but on the pedals, which gives a little more challenge to the Utricle  
and the canals to keep the body up right, while they still register the forward movement and navigating.
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Sack barrow
Model 416.20 
Children love to move and transport 
things with the sack barrow. Are we 
out on a farm? Or are we loading at  
a factory? Endless role-play options.

Patent no. ZL201130404542.2 

Rickshaw
Model 408.20
Fun for two children – with one child as 
passenger, the other pulling. Comfort-
able seat, armrest and back support to 
prevent the child from falling out. 

Patent no. ZL201130401688.1

Length: 101 cm
Seat height: 14 cm

Width: 43 cm
Height: 53 cm

0.18 m36.2 kg 42

Length: 30 cmWidth: 36 cm
Height: 73 cm

0.094 m35 kg 42
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MINI VIKING
For day-care facilities and  crèches
Suitable for ages 1-4

The Mini Viking trikes and bikes represent a wide selection of 
products designed for use in day-care facilities and crèches. 
They are suited for the kinds of motor skills children have at 
this age, and they are designed to help their development. 
The play value is high, and children love the Mini Viking. 

The many different trike models help develop children’s 
motor skills at an age when they are busy experi menting 
with using their own bodies, and finding new ways to 
move. That is why it is important that the Mini Viking series 
has an especially wide selection.

EN71 · ASTM F963

Very high play value

Safety 
handlebar 
grips

Effective rust  protection and 
 impact-resistant  powder 
coating that will last for many 
years

Anatomical seat

Coupling to add 
further play value

Spokeless wheels 
with wide tyres

Safe design featuring 
rounded-off shapes and 
no sharp edges

Strong nylon bearings 
for both front and rear 
wheels

Strong, non-slip pedals. 
Solid one-piece steel crank
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The toddler’s first push along scooter. 
The design with 4 wheels makes it 
stable and attractive to ride for the 
smallest kids. Robust and durable. 

Patent no. ZL201130424923.7 

Safety Scooter™ 
Model 430.14 

The classic children’s tricycle with a 
foot plate. Hours of playing await the 
child - also with a trailer attached. 

Patent no. ZL201130404534.8

Tricycle
Model 442.14 

PushBike for one 
Model 431.14 
Suitable for the very young.  
The double front wheels provide extra 
support during the training of balance 
skills. Propelled forward using the feet.  
Patent no. ZL201130404549.4 

The development of children’s motor 
skills is an aim in itself - and it should 
be fun. A good-quality tricycle for 
children as young as 1-year-old. 
 
Patent no. ZL201130425574.0 

Tricycle, Low 
Model 414.14 

Length: 57 cm
Seat height: 31 cm

Width: 44 cm
Height: 55 cm

0.048 m34.89 kg 42

Length: 54 cm
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 43 cm
Height: 41 cm

0.048 m34.89 kg 31

Length: 55 cm 
Seat height: 22 cm

Width: 36 cm
Height: 33 cm

0.041 m34.8 kg 31

Length: 61.5 cm 
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 43 cm
Height: 54 cm

0.048 m35.3 kg 41
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Wide-Base Scooter 
Model 449.14
A robust scooter with three 
wheels and a large foot plate. 
Offers maximum stability. Suitable 
even for very young children.  

Patent no. ZL201130424900.6

Twin-Wheel Scooter
Model 433.14
A challenging scooter that helps 
develop children’s motor skills and 
sense of balance. The two rear wheels 
provide added stability for beginners.

Patent no. ZL201130425239.0 

The toddler’s first racer. It is not very 
big, but it is robust and durable. The 
anatomically correct design makes it 
comfortable to ride. 

Patent no. ZL201130401701.3

Racing Scooter™ 
Model 438.14

Length: 62 cm 
Seat height: 24 cm

Width: 35 cm
Height: 38 cm

0.043 m34.5 kg 31

A great BikeRunner for children who 
have not got the hang of riding a bike 
or a scooter. Its low step-through 
design makes it easy to get on for 
even very small kids. 

Mini BikeRunner 
Model 412.14

Length: 73.5 cm 
Seat height: 31 cm

Width: 41 cm
Height: 43 cm

0.030 m34.5 kg 42

Length: 60 cmWidth: 43 cm
Height: 60 cm

0.048 m35.5 kg 42 42

Length: 84 cmWidth: 43 cm
Height: 72 cm

0.063 m36.3 kg

How biking affects 
your proprioception

When sitting on the saddle, or with the feet 
pressing the pedals or the hands holding the 
handlebar the brain recognizes the contact 

with the bike and acts as if it has become an 
extension of the body. 
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Taxi
Model 413.14 
A trike for two children, which 
encourages the driver to take his 
best friend for a ride around the 
playground. Hours of fun awaits.

Tricycle w/Tray
Model 447.14 
It is time for the teddy bear to get out 
and see the world. Or the favourite doll 
to explore the Sahara. A popular classic 
with fixed-load platform. 

Patent no. ZL201130404547.5 

Scooter
Model 434.14
A classic scooter that provides 
a good challenge for children’s 
motor skills and sense of balance. 
A world of fun at any playground 
with young children.

Length: 86 cm
Seat height: 25 cm

Width: 42 cm
Height: 53.5 cm

0.121 m36.38 kg 41

Length: 68 cm
Seat height: 28 cm

Width: 44 cm
Height: 54 cm

0.076 m36.5 kg 42

Length: 96.5 cmWidth: 43 cm
Height: 70 cm

0.046 m36.4 kg 43
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ACCESSORIES
Wall rack and cycle rack

Even the strongest equipment suffer unnecessary wear 
unless it is looked after properly. Two-wheelers and 
scooters last longer if you put them away carefully. 

To help with this, Winther has developed two different 
storage systems that make it easy to keep play areas and  
bike sheds tidy and in good order. One rack is wall-mounted, 
and the other is a combi-rack for three two-wheelers.

Take care of your products

0.067 m37.8 kg 0.009 m31.2 kg

Cycle rack for three scooters or two-
wheelers that keeps them tidy and 
well-ordered. Should not be mounted 
near children’s play areas.

Wall-mounted rack for trikes and bikes. 
Saves lots of floor space. The front 
wheel is placed in the rack. Items are 
kept out of the way.

Wall Rack | Model 391.38 Cycle Rack | Model 391.39 
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Other Senses
The tactile sense is stimulated by the wind, air temperature, sun,  

rain felt on the skin of the face and body. Also, the smell and sound are stimulated.
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TURTLE KIDDY BUS
For day-care facilities and créches. Suitable for ages  
6 months up to 3 years (max. 15 kg)

TÜV SÜDDesign: Leif Hagerup
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The Turtle Kiddy Bus makes children want to go for lots 
of outdoor rides. It makes outdoor activities easier and 
safer for both children and adults. The Kiddy Bus is not 
only robust, it also features a well-thought-of design that 
focuses on safety, durability and ergonomics. It is combined 
with a number of practical details and - of course - room to 
do what children do. 

The Kiddy Bus is available in different models, with room 
for both four and six children aged 6 months up to 3 years 
(max. 15 kg). This makes the Turtle Kiddy Bus a great 
advantage in day-care facilities and crèches. It is also useful 
in fun parks, theme parks and zoological gardens. 

The Turtle Kiddy Bus is intended for use on pavements, 
walkways and roads.

Easy to push, easy to steer, easy to love  
We all know that children and their gear can be quite 
heavy. We have therefore focused on the ergonomics of 
moving the Kiddy Bus around. The Kiddy Bus is made of 
plastic and aluminium, which keeps it extremely light, and 
makes it easy to push. 
 
The front wheel turns, which makes it easy to maneuver 
the Kiddy Bus and change direction. There is no need to lift 
the Kiddy Bus to turn corners. 

The children sit in pairs opposite each other, making it easy 
to talk with their friends. They get in and out through a side 
door, just like in a real bus. It is fun for children, and it saves 
adults the strain of repeated heavy lifting.

A great trip for the children – and their adult! 
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Details

Foot rail 
 
The foot rail makes it 
easier to manoeuvre 
the Kiddy Bus around 
curbs and rough 
surfaces.

Brake loop 
 
The brake loop helps 
you keep a firm 
grip on the Kiddy 
Bus. If you let go 
of the handle the 
loop disengages 
automatically.

Accessories

Canopy
Model 313.24 

Made of sun  
reflecting fabric.  
One canopy shades 
two seats.

Storage tray
Model 311.61 

Packed lunches, 
clothes and other 
items are secure  
in the storage tray.  
Has room for  
35 litres. 
Max. 10 kg.

Baby seat
Model 311.27 

Can be placed in  
2 positions. If the  
baby is less than  
6 months place the  
seat in flat position. 
If more than  
6 months place  
the seat as shown. 
The baby seat takes 
up 2 seats.

Storage cover
Model 190.91 

Practical rain hood 
that provides extra 
protection and  
keeps the Kiddy  
Bus dry and clean. 

Rain cover
Model 190.92 

Don’t let the  
weather ruin a  
perfect day out.  
This practical and 
durable rain cover  
is fitted over the 
Turtlebus in no time. 
Raincover requires 
313.24 canopies.

• Room for six children aged 6 months up to 3 years (max. 15 kg)
• Delivered fully assembled
• Fits through doorways
•  Made of hard-wearing, UV-resistant polyethylene and hardened aluminium
•  Puncture-proof rubber tyres. Front wheels pivot 360˚ 
• Wheels with industrial ball bearings
•  Drum brakes on the rear wheels. Automatic brakes for parking
• Easy to fasten safety belts
•  Seat belts and seats cushions can be taken off and handwashed at max. 30˚C/86˚F
•  Warranty: 2 years on chassis, body and wheels
•  Safety reflectors for added visibility in the dark
•  Dimensions: L 175 cm x W 75 cm x H 100 cm
• Height of step: 22 cm
• Carrying capacity: 100 kg
• Product weight: 40,8 kg
• Shipping weight: 58,4 kg
• Shipping volume: 1.482 cbm

Turtle Kiddy Bus 6-seater | Model 801.00 DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED
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Accessories for all models

The footmuff for the Turtle Kiddy Busses makes it 
possible for children to do lots of outdoor rides – 
even in the cold seasons. 

A great trip for the children - anytime of the year! 
For 2 children up to 3 years.
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Footmuff | Model 190.98
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Details

Foot rail 
 
The foot rail makes it 
easier to manoeuvre 
the Kiddy Bus around 
curbs and rough 
surfaces.

Brake loop 
 
The brake loop helps 
you keep a firm 
grip on the Kiddy 
Bus. If you let go 
of the handle the 
loop disengages 
automatically.

Accessories

Canopy
Model 313.24 

Made of sun  
reflecting fabric.  
One canopy shades 
two seats.

Storage tray
Model 311.61 

Packed lunches, 
clothes and other 
items are secure  
in the storage tray.  
Has room for  
35 litres. 
Max. 10 kg.

Baby seat
Model 311.27 

Can be placed in  
2 positions. If the  
baby is less than  
6 months place the  
seat in flat position. 
If more than  
6 months place  
the seat as shown. 
The baby seat takes 
up 2 seats.

Storage cover
Model 190.95 

Practical rain hood 
that provides extra 
protection and  
keeps the Kiddy  
Bus dry and clean. 

Rain cover
Model 190.93 

Don’t let the  
weather ruin a  
perfect day out.  
This practical and 
durable rain cover  
is fitted over the 
Turtlebus in no time. 
Raincover requires 
313.24 canopies.

• Room for four children aged 6 months up to 3 years (max. 15 kg)
• Delivered fully assembled
• Fits through doorways
•  Made of hard-wearing, UV-resistant polyethylene and hardened aluminium
•  Puncture-proof rubber tyres. Front wheels pivot 360˚ 
• Wheels with industrial ball bearings
•  Drum brakes on the rear wheels. Automatic brakes for parking
• Easy to fasten safety belts
•  Seat belts and seats cushions can be taken off and handwashed at max. 30˚C/86˚F
•  Warranty: 2 years on chassis, body and wheels
•  Safety reflectors for added visibility in the dark
• Dimensions: L 155 cm x W 75 cm x H 100 cm
• Carrying capacity: 70 kg
• Product weight: 30,2 kg
• Shipping weight: 46,8 kg
• Shipping volume: 1.248 cbm

Turtle Kiddy Bus 4-seater | Model 802.00 DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED
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Well-thought-out details

Accessories

Baby seat
Model 311.27 

Can be placed in  
2 positions. If the  
baby is less than  
6 months place the  
seat in flat position. 
If more than  
6 months place  
the seat as shown. 
The baby seat takes 
up 2 seats.

Storage cover
Model 190.95 

Practical rain hood 
that provides extra 
protection and  
keeps the Kiddy  
Bus dry and clean. 

Details

Foot rail 
 
The foot rail makes it 
easier to manoeuvre 
the Kiddy Bus around 
curbs and rough 
surfaces.

Brake loop 
 
The brake loop helps 
you keep a firm 
grip on the Kiddy 
Bus. If you let go 
of the handle the 
loop disengages 
automatically.

Additional features:

Hood is fully closeable  
on this model

• Room for four children aged 6 months up to 3 years (max. 15 kg)
• Delivered fully assembled
• Fits through doorways
•  Made of hard-wearing, UV-resistant polyethylene and hardened aluminium
• Puncture-proof rubber tyres. Front wheels pivot 360° 
• Wheels with industrial ball bearings
•  Drum brakes on the rear wheels and automatic brakes for parking
• Easy to fasten safety belts
•  Seat belts and seats cushions can be taken off and handwashed at 30°C/86°F
• Warranty: 2 years on chassis, body and wheels
• Safety reflectors for added visibility in the dark
• Dimensions: L 155 cm x W 75 cm x H 100 cm
• Height of step: 22 cm
• Carrying capacity: 70 kg
• Product weight: 38,2 kg
• Shipping weight: 54,8 kg
• Shipping volume: 1.248 cbm

Turtle Kiddy Bus 4-seater de luxe | Model 800.51 DELIVERED 
FULLY ASSEMBLED

• Foldable and closeable rainproof hood
• Doors
• Storage tray
• Mobile table
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Learning by Moving
All in all the biggest benefit is learning new skills by joyful play with multiply repetitions, failing and trying again 

which create this unique myelination process in the brain, where the nerves gets extra insulation of its axon 
enabling them to transport the signals/information faster, enabling you to get really good at what you are doing. 

Therefore, it is important to challenge children physically in many different ways, so they keep exploring the 
opportunities of the brain and body.
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• Room for 4 children aged 6-36 months
• Comply with EN1888
• Dimensions (L/W/H): 114 x 78 x 110 cm
• Dimensions folded L/W/H): 130 x 86.5 x 51.5 cm
• Carrying capacity: 18 kg each seat
• Front wheel 8” and rear wheel 10”
• Product weight 22.4 kg
• Shipping weight 30.5 kg
• Shipping dimensions: 75 x 28.5 x 126.5
• Shipping volume: 0,27 cbm

Well-thought-out details 
1. Easy to fold and does not take up much space
2. Rear seat can decline into sleeping position
3. Fits through most doorways
4. Large full-length storage compartment

Stroller-4 | Model 975.00 

STROLLER
For day-care facilities, crèches and daycare mothers
Suitable for ages 6-36 month.

This lovely Stroller is designed for 4 children at the age of 
6-36 months.

The frame is made from sturdy aluminium. The fabric 
panels, seats and storage compartment are made from 
washable polyester. 

The stroller is approved according to the EN 1888 safety 
standard. It is equipped with lightweight swivel wheels in 
front and a parking brake in the back.

The seats are comfortable, each fitted with a 5-point seat 
belt. The rear seat is adjustable and can be declined into 
sleeping position.

The stroller is delivered with adjustable and detachable 
canopies. It has a large storage compartment underneath 
the seat. 

The stroller is easy to fold and take with you in the car. 

2 years warranty on the stroller in general, and 1 year on 
wearing parts. User instruction is included with the stroller.

STROLLER for 4 children - foldable

Rain cover 
Model 190.97

Accessories

ST
RO

LL
ER
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WINTHER PLUS
For day-care facilities, crechés, 
kindergartens and private use

EN 71 · ASTM F 963

Bike Helmet 
Model 192.55 
Children’s safety helmet with size adjustment and adjustable chin strap 
with safety closure. Children must not use this helmet when climbing 
or during other activities where there is a danger of strangulation.

Size: 52-56 cm

With its sleek lines and low profile there is no doubt that the PlasmaCar 
is built for race. But there is no need for gasoline. The PlasmaCar is 
propelled by a renewable and inexhaustible resource: kid-power! And it 
is easy to operate. A sideways wigg ling motion of the child’s body is all 
it takes. Absolutely safe, absolutely fun! Not recommended for use on 
hardwood floors or laminated flooring.

Winther PlasmaCar 
Model 951.00 red | Model 951.01 blue

• Maximum load: 55 kg on uneven  
 surfaces. 100 kg on smooth surfaces

• Built to last: High quality plastics

• No sharp edges

• No pedals or gears

• No batteries required

• Very simple and safe to operate

Length: 79 cm
Seat height: 21 cm

Width: 35 cm
Height: 41 cm

0.069 m34.9 kg >3
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Winther produces trikes and bikes and other wheeled toys for “learning by moving”.  
Gonge produces toys and educational products that stimulate play and movement for  
“creative learning”. These two philosophies match so well that merging the companies 

was a natural development. 

Winther and Gonge both supply kindergartens, schools and other institutions globally.  
The two companies also supply the retail market. And the range of products of the two brands  

complement one another to offer a wide variety of ways to children playing, moving and learning.  
Gonge was merged with Winther on 1 July 2010.

Ask for Gonge’s catalogue at win@a-winther.com  
and learn more about Gonge’s products at www.gonge.com.

Winther and Gonge - playing together

The Kangaroo family bike for two or four children gives freedom of movement 
for small groups of children – and for institutions and childminders. Find more 

information about this product as well as contact details on this website:
www.wintherbikes.com

Winther Family Bikes

© The right to use photos from this catalogue belongs to A. Winther A/S and can only be used according to agreement.
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We make products that create
MOMENTOUS LITTLE MOMENTS

Helping children 
learn by having fun
The human brain uses the body to recognize the world around us.  
Using our bodies helps us to understand the laws of nature. So, when 
children play and have fun, it is serious business; they are actually hard  
at work, learning.  

All Winther’s products are designed to make children want to play. 
Our products invite activity. They create that magical space where 
youngsters lose themselves in play; involved, happy, and active. In this 
environment, children form healthy habits that will last a lifetime.
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